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This new book by Jim Mellon and Al Chalabi is a layman's help to longevity. It helps readers
unravel the technology, offers ideas on potential expense and reveals the sights of the key
opinion leaders. It investigates the new technologies and explains how exactly to take
advantage of the life extending technologies both personally and professionally.
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An extremely complete and encompassing publication about the existing status . Great
publication for the would-be investor in biotech Great reserve for the would-be investor in
biotech.. Interesting point of view Very interesting read. Outstanding information! Worth every
penny, especially since proceeds head to charity!. Gives an overview of the tech to come. We are
in need of more people buying these "standard of living" therapies. Hopefully books like this
will help! This well-researched publication elegantly summarizes key businesses in the
longevity business. It highlights that it's important from the initial age so is not just for older
people.Who knew that one small baked potato was equal to 7 teaspoons of sugar! Meticulously
researched, it does not skimp on the technology - presenting compelling instances for easy to
follow health choices that we all can make today to live longer, healthier lives, in addition to a
look into the future of what longevity science may soon make possible.Many will see the later
chapters more useful as they get into practical details.. It appears like someone simply took a
camera and took photos of ... It's really unusable in this format. It introduces many essential
emerging research fields that have the potential to effect human longevity.Was really looking
forward to reading it. Format problems Re format problems. Pls fix this asap and revise the book.
In this format, it really is unreadable. Fabulous ! It is my opinion that aging is the biggest
humanitarian problem in the globe and with the rapid demographic change it also becomes the
largest economical problem. Juvenescence is a groundbreaking function of tremendous
significance. It manages to end up being both a practical roadmap to a wholesome, more durable
life, and simultaneously an in depth investment guide to what may very well be one of the most
interesting expense opportunities of our period.It uses extensive research from high quality
institutions as its basis. Even though providing important insights to healthier living, it really
shines through as a book for investors, delivering in spades on its promise of how to invest in
age longevity. Juvenescence presents company-by-business analyses, and three individual
model portfolios - conservative, moderate, and speculative. Whether you are a regular investor
with a high risk tolerance, or a component time trader on the conservative part, there are many
gems here for everyone. Finally, despite all the science and quantities, it's an amazingly
compelling, fun read. Important thing - I could not advocate this book highly enough to anyone
thinking about healthy living or great trading. A very complete and encompassing reserve about
the existing status of the science of aging from the point of view of both scientist and investor -
very valuable reference book Must read! It manuals the reader to understand the net of aging
research, an area which is often tough to navigate for an investor. I would suggest to learn two
books only, that one and the Longevity Diet Alright survey of the field but reads in disjointed, ..
Five Stars Tremendous amount of information! OK survey of the field but reads in disjointed,
almost schizophrenic method. The authors don't seem to possess a firm grasp of many of the
principles they are trying to convey. As a molecular biologist myself I can attest additionally it is
very useful to read for people in the field of life ... Five Stars ! However on a positive notice it
becomes, together with the rapid advancements in life sciences, an unprecedented purchase
opportunity that the globe is getting up to. All should read this It covers basic science behind
living much longer and better including information on diet, lifestyle, etc. Lengthy intro though
Most updated The very best most updated book about anti aging you can buy. It appears like
someone simply took a surveillance camera and took photos of the book that was published in
England and published it on Kindle. As a molecular biologist myself I can attest additionally it is
very useful to learn for people in the field of life sciences. I'll certainly recommend it to others
since it offers a short-trim to grasping a transdisciplinary and quickly emerging field.
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